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1.Trump, Sater and Arif

2.It is clear that Rep. Devin Nunes is involved in serious illegal business,
secret midnight meetings and blatant misuse of his position.
3. Nunes has been squashing inquiries into Trump and those around him,
which Nunes learned of while questioning Comey recently.
4. Those questions and many more will be answered, answers none want
to hear, not Comey, not Nunes and certainly not Trump.
5.The truth is more than a simple constitutional crisis or Washington
“corruption as usual.

6.Threats pour out of the White House, “we will have your family killed,”
taken from court documents filed against Trump.
7.In the United States, there is no one capable of protecting themselves
against those you will learn about here.
8. It’s my belief the Russian mob has paid off the Justice Dept. and FBI
officials have scuttled investigations into Trump, Epstein and Sater.
9. But not only these people, but the real people behind it all, the ones
who really pull the strings, and control everything.
10. In the following tweets I will present some of the key people who are
the ones controlling the scenario.
11.

Semion Mogilevich


Russian organized crime boss, believed by EU and US federal law
enforcement agencies to be the “boss of bosses.
12. Mogilevich is believed to direct a vast criminal empire and is described
by the FBI as “the most dangerous mobster in the world.”
13. He has been accused by the FBI of “weapons trafficking, contract
murders, extortion, drug trafficking, and prostitution.
14. He lives freely in Moscow, and has three children. He is most closely
associated with the Solntsevskaya Bratva crime group.
15. Political figures he has close alliances with include Luzhkov, Dmytro
Firtash and Leonid Derkach, head of the Security Service of Ukraine.
16.Oleksandr Turchynov, appeared in court in 2010 for allegedly destroying
files pertaining to Mogilevich.
17. Alexander Litvinenko claimed that Mogilevich has allegedly had a
“good relationship” with Vladimir Putin since the 1990s.

18. The other person is Mikhail Fridman. In 1990 he co-founded
Alfa-Bank, which is now the largest private bank in Russia
19. Fridman currently sits as chairman of the supervisory board of Alfa
Group Consortium, and on the boards of Alfa-Bank[ and ABH Holdings.
20. Fridman has been a member of numerous public facing bodies,
including RUIE, Public Chamber of Russia,Council Foreign Relations US .
21.Tevfik Arif
He is the founder of the Bayrock Group. Arif worked for the USSR’s
Ministry of Commerce and Trade for 17 years.
22. Arif and his brother developed ties to the Kazakh Trio — Alexander
Mashkevitch, Patokh Chodiev, and Alijan Ibragimov.
23.They later established offshore real estate companies to fund high-end
developments in Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Turkey.
24. He began developing property in Brooklyn, first redeveloping
Loehmann’s Seaport Plaza, a waterfront shopping center in Sheepshead
Bay.
25. Arif was originally the sole employee of Bayrock, later hiring Felix Sater
as managing director.
26.Tevfiks’ son Arif ‘Effendi’ Arif with Erdoğan at the 9th Yalta conference
in Ukraine on 14 Sep 2012, organised by oligarch Viktor Pinchuk.

27.After moving the Bayrock Group to Trump Tower, Arif developed a
relationship with Trump.
28.Trump provided a licensing deal for the Trump SoHo hotel in a joint
venture between the Bayrock Group and the Sapir Organisation.
29.In 2007, Bayrock traded future profits from Trump SoHo in exchange for
$50 million in financing from Icelandic company FL Group.
30.This led Bayrock finance director to file racketeering lawsuits, alleging
that money went too Salvatore Lauria, friend of Sater’s.
31. Trump and Bayrock later developed the Trump International Hotel and
Tower in Fort Lauderdale.
32. Arif also worked to introduce Trump to investors from Russia. Through
Bayrock, Arif collaborated with Trump on projects in Turkey.
32a) Poland, Ukraine, Russia, Arizona, Colorado, New York, and Florida.
33.Arif is an under boss and front man for Erdogan, Who, with Rex
Tillerson has stolen a trillion dollars of Middle East oil since 9-11.
34.Trump and his closest associates, Jeffrey Epstein and Felix Sater are
tied to people so powerful they supply ISIS w Stinger missiles.

35.This is the mafia’s business chart

35. Core Illegal Business.

36. In 1991, according to his autobiography, Trump was broke; a failure as
a legit businessman.
37. However, Trump soon rose like a phoenix from the flames, his
businesses began to enjoy huge cashflow.
38. Trump branded hotels and casinos became highly profitable.
39. It was all due to the influx of immense sums of cash from the Russian
Mafia, money stolen from the Russian economy.
40. Transferred from the Alfa Bank of oligarch Mikhail Friedman and
laundered into the legitimate economy by the Trump organisation.
41. The Russian Jewish Mafia now owns Trump, they have made him their
‘Suka’ or bitch, from now on, he will do their bidding.
42. He has no other choice as he knew who he was dealing with – men so
ruthless and powerful that no-one could stand in their way.
43. If Trump ever dreamed of betraying them, he would soon learn that
‘Suka’ has a dual meaning, it also means ‘rat’.
44.In the Gulags, Suka did not last long once discovered and invariably met
horrific ends.
45.This marriage between the Trump org and the Russian Mafia that began
as a money laundering operation has grown.
46.And is now become the biggest security concern, not just for the US but
the entire world, a concern that dwarfs ISIS a million times over
47.Trump became vassal* of the Russian Mafia,their wealth dependent on
them their continued survival depends on remaining in their good books.
48.Russian Mafia sold nuclear missiles through Ukraine, stole 350
‘matched’ nuclear pits from the US stockpiles at Pantex.
*noun. 1. (in the feudal system) a person granted the use of land, in return for rendering
homage, fealty, and usually military service or its equivalent to a lord or other superior; feudal
tenant.

48. Russian Mafia sold nuclear missiles through Ukraine, stole 350
‘matched’ nuclear pits from the US stockpiles at Pantex.
49. This is an organisation, a nuclear armed crime ring, capable of
threatening world leaders, staging any level of terror attack anywhere.

